
Samsung 25.5-cu ft French Door Refrigerator with 
Ice Maker (Stainless Steel) ENERGY STAR 
Sleek and roomy, this French door refrigerator is an attractive accompaniment to any 
kitchen decor. Adjustable spill-proof sliding glass shelves prevent messes from 
spreading, while providing easy access to items in the back of the refrigerator and 
making room for large foods and beverages. Six adjustable gallon door bins hold milk 
jugs or other large containers, and two humidity-controlled crispers keep fruits and 
veggies fresh. The temperature-controlled CoolSelect Pantry drawer is wide enough to 
hold a party platter, yet is ideal for everyday needs like storing meats, cheeses and 
snacks, or for safely defrosting items. Twin Cooling Plus maintains separate humidity 
levels in the refrigerator and freezer, so your food stays in the best condition. Open the 
spacious, pull-out freezer and the top drawer automatically slides out, giving you easy 
access to frequently used items as well as the in-freezer ice maker. Samsung French 
door refrigerator features a flexible interior and modern, stainless steel exterior Twin 
Cooling Plus maintains separate humidity levels in the refrigerator and freezer for 
optimal food storage conditions Ice maker in the freezer means more shelf space in the 
refrigerator and easy access to bulk ice ENERGY STAR certified products help you save 
money on utility bills without sacrificing performance, style or comfort Spill-proof 
tempered glass shelves include 1 slide-in and 3 slide-out shelves that adjust to fit your 
storage needs 6 adjustable gallon door storage bins hold beverages or other large 
containers High efficiency LED lighting that beautifully brightens every corner of your 
refrigerator while emitting less heat and being more energy efficient than conventional 
lighting EZ-Open freezer handle lifts up and glides out the drawer effortlessly, even when 
it's fully loaded 

 

Samsung 4.5-cu ft Top-Load Washer (White) 
 

• 4.5-Cubic Foot Capacity - Fewer washes, less time in the laundry room, and more time for you 
• VRT Plus Technology - Reduces vibration 40 percent more than standard VRT for quiet washing 
• Self Clean - Keep your washer tub fresh by removing dirt and bacteria without use of harsh 

chemicals 
• Diamond Drum Design - Extends clothing life by treating fabrics gently 
• 5 Water Level Options - Control water fill to desired levels for optimal cleaning 
• 700 RPM Maximum Spin Speed - Extract more water to reduce drying time 
• 8 Preset Wash Cycles - Covers almost any cleaning need for your active family 
• 3 Wash Options - Select the best options to enhance your wash cycle to get the best clean out of 

every load 
• Child Lock - Allows you to lock the buttons on your machine so the cycle you've chosen can't be 

changed mid-cycle 



Samsung 7.2-cu ft Gas Dryer (White) 
 

• Our 7.2 cu ft capacity dryer has 8 cycles and lets you do more loads in less time 
• Sensor Dry combines the latest Samsung innovations to provide a drying cycle that's timed to 

perfection; moisture sensors protect your laundry from heat damage by automatically shutting off the 
dryer when clothes are dry 

• 4 temperature settings with 4-way venting 
• 1-year warranty on parts and labor, 2-year warranty on control board 
• Includes a reversible door and LED indicators 
• Drying cycles include very dry, more dry, normal dry, damp dry, time dry, air fluff, quick dry, and 

wrinkle release 
• For convenience includes child lock, and filter check indicator 
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